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This paper addresses ignition histories of diffusion flames in unstrained hydrogen-air mixing layers for
initial conditions of temperature and pressure that place the system below the crossover temperature
associated with the second explosion limit of hydrogen–oxygen mixtures. It is seen that a two-step
reduced chemical-kinetic mechanism involving as main species H2, O2, H2O, and H2O2, derived previously
from a detailed mechanism by assuming all radicals to follow a steady-state approximation, suffices to
describe accurately the ignition process. The strong temperature sensitivity of the corresponding overall
rates enables activation-energy asymptotics to be employed for the analysis, following the ideas devel-
oped for mixing-layer ignition by Liñán and Crespo in 1976 on the basis of one-step Arrhenius model
chemistry. When the initial temperatures of both reactants differ by a relative amount that is of the order
of or smaller than the ratio of this temperature to the effective activation temperature, the chemical reac-
tion is seen to occur at a significant rate all across the mixing layer. The ignition time is then determined
as a thermal runaway in a parabolic problem describing the evolution of the temperature increment and
the H2O2 concentration, with local accumulation, chemical reaction, and transverse convection and dif-
fusion, all being important. By way of contrast, when the air side is sufficiently hotter than the hydrogen
side, as often occurs in applications, ignition occurs in a thin layer close to the air-side boundary, enabling
a simplified description to be developed in which the ignition time is determined by analyzing the exis-
tence of solutions to a two-point boundary-value problem involving quasi-steady diffusion–reaction
ordinary differential equations.
1. Introduction tion chamber include pressures in the range 10–20 atm and tem-
The underlying chemistry and the associated ignition history in-
volved in the self-ignition of hydrogen-air diffusion flames are very
different depending on the initial temperature and pressure. Thus,
for conditions that place the system above the so-called crossover
temperature, a pressure-dependent quantity that defines the sec-
ond explosion limit of hydrogen–oxygen mixtures [1], the resulting
ignition process takes place as a branched-chain explosion, a prob-
lem that has been studied at length because of its importance for
applications such as supersonic combustion in SCRAMJET systems.
On the other hand, a thermal explosion characterizes ignition be-
low crossover, a result first derived rigorously by Treviño [2].

Hydrogen-air ignition below crossover is of general interest
especially for safety issues associated with planning of a future
hydrogen economy. Detailed knowledge of the ignition time is
needed, for instance, for designing reliable mixing systems in
hydrogen-fired (or syngas-fired) gas turbines. The conditions in
the mixers in premixed gas turbines upstream from the combus-
peratures of the air stream typically on the order of 700–800 K,
thereby placing the system below the second explosion limit.
Increasing the compression ratio to higher values, as required to
achieve higher turbine efficiencies, increases the air temperature,
resulting in smaller autoignition times that may give rise to unde-
sired flame formation in the mixer as the fuel is injected. Detailed
knowledge of mixing-layer ignition times at temperatures below
crossover is therefore needed in assessing safe operation of these
devices.

As shown in [2,3], hydrogen ignition below crossover takes
place as a thermal explosion, controlled by slow reactions involv-
ing hydroperoxyl and hydrogen peroxide, whereas the radicals H,
O, and OH, which dominate the branched-chain explosion that
characterizes ignition above crossover [4], are consumed at a fast
rate, with the result that these species follow closely a steady-
state approximation. The most important elementary reactions
are 2HO2!

6
H2O2 + O2, HO2 + H2!

7
H2O2 + H, and H2O2 +

M!8 2OH + M, the latter exhibiting significant falloff at pressures
typical of gas-turbine operation. Uncertainties in reaction-rate
parameters still exist for all three reactions, with the degree of
uncertainly being particularly high in connection with reaction 7,
for which very few experimental measurements are available in
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the range of temperatures of interest. As for the hydrogen-peroxide
dissociation reaction 8, the main deficiencies in rate modeling per-
tain to chaperon efficiencies, with no specific recommendation
currently available for H2, its value being inferred from other
recombination reactions.

The chemistry describing the thermal explosion can be simpli-
fied, following a recent analysis of homogeneous ignition [3], by
noting that, except during a short initial period, hydroperoxyl con-
sumption by 2HO2!

6
H2O2 + O2 is fast enough to place this radical

in steady state. Introducing this approximation, along with accom-
panying steady-state assumptions for H, O, and OH, is seen to re-
duce the chemistry to the two overall steps 2H2 + O2 ? 2H2O and
H2 + O2 ? H2O2, with rates that exhibit a strong temperature sen-
sitivity [3].

Diffusion-flame ignition will be addressed below by considering
the temporal evolution of an unstrained mixing layer formed be-
tween two semi-infinite spaces of hydrogen and air. Numerical
integrations of the conservation equations of mass, energy, and
species, with a detailed scheme employed to evaluate the chemical
reactions, will be complemented with analytic studies using the
previous two-step reduced chemistry in combination with activa-
tion energy asymptotics, the approach taken previously in the
analysis of homogeneous ignition [3]. As seen below, one advan-
tage of the analytical approach over direct numerical evaluations
is that it readily increases physical understanding by reducing
the ignition-time dependence to fewer non-dimensional parame-
ters that define scalings.

As a result of the strong reaction-rate temperature sensitivity,
many of the characteristics observed in the classical mixing-layer
ignition analysis of Liñán and Crespo [5], which employed a one-
step Arrhenius reaction for the chemistry description, emerge also
in hydrogen-air mixing-layer ignition below crossover. In particu-
lar, as in the previous work [5], when the temperatures of the two
sides are very close, the reaction is distributed all across the mixing
layer, whereas for hot-air ignition the reaction zone is thin and sits
next to the hot boundary. The corresponding analytical treatments,
involving either parabolic partial differential equations for describ-
ing the evolution with time of the distributed reaction or a two-
point boundary-value problem for hot-side ignition, are also math-
ematically similar to those encountered previously with one-step
Arrhenius chemistry, thereby demonstrating the close applicability
of the early general theory to a particular case of technological
importance.

2. Formulation

Consider the temporal evolution of two stagnant spaces of H2

and air that begin to mix and react at the initial instant of time
t0 = 0, with the air occupying initially the semispace x > 0. To de-
scribe the ignition process it is convenient to formulate the prob-
lem in terms of the dimensionless coordinate g ¼ x= D01t0

� �1=2,
where D01 represents the value of the H2-air binary diffusion coef-
ficient D0H2�A evaluated at the air-side temperature. Correspond-
ingly, the transverse velocity v0 and the diffusion velocity V 0i of
each species i are scaled with D01=t0

� �1=2, yielding the dimension-
less variables v ¼ v 0=ðD01=t0Þ1=2 and Vi ¼ V 0i= D01=t0

� �1=2. The temper-
ature, density, thermal conductivity, and specific heat at constant
pressure are scaled with the properties on the air side to give the
dimensionless variables T ¼ T 0=T 01, q ¼ q0=q01, k ¼ k0=k0A1 , and
cp ¼ c0p=c0p1 . The problem reduces to that of integrating
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@t0
þ 1
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q01c0p1T 01
; ð3Þ

with initial conditions at t0 = 0

g > 0 : Yi � Yi1 ¼ T � 1 ¼ 0; ð4Þ
g < 0 : Y � Yi�1 ¼ T � T�1 ¼ 0; ð5Þ

and boundary conditions for t0 > 0 given by

g! þ1 : v ¼ Yi � Yi1 ¼ T � 1 ¼ 0; ð6Þ
g! �1 : Y � Yi�1 ¼ T � T�1 ¼ 0; ð7Þ

with T�1 ¼ T 0�1=T 01 representing the hydrogen-to-air temperature
ratio, which is typically smaller than unity in gas-turbine applica-
tions. Here, the subscript g is used to denote differentiation with re-
spect to this variable. In the formulation, Yi, Mi, xi, and hi, represent,
respectively, the mass fraction, molecular mass, chemical produc-
tion rate (mols per unit volume per unit time), and molar enthalpy
of species i. The specific heat at constant pressure c0pi

of species i is
scaled with c0p1 to give cpi

¼ c0pi
=c0p1 , a function of the local temper-

ature. The equation of state takes the non-dimensional form

qT
X

i

MA

Mi
Yi ¼ 1; ð8Þ

where MA denotes the mean molecular mass of air. With the scaling
selected for the transverse coordinate, the Lewis number

L ¼ k0A1= q01c0p1D01
� �

appears as a factor in (3), which is written with

Dufour effects neglected. In the numerical integrations, NASA poly-
nomial fits were used to evaluate specific enthalpies and values of
cpi

, while standard mixture-averaged methods [6] were used to
evaluate the multicomponent transport properties, including the
thermal conductivity k and the mixture-averaged diffusion coeffi-
cients Di ¼ D0i=D01 in the presumed Fickian description of the diffu-
sion velocities Vi = �Di(Yi)g/Yi, with Soret diffusion included when
computing the diffusion velocities of H and H2. The computations
employed the so-called San Diego Mechanism [7], a detailed chem-
istry description involving 21 reversible elementary reactions and
eight reactive species, namely, O2, H2, H2O, H, O, OH, HO2, and H2O2.

Note that an arbitrary condition of zero displacement on the air
side has been used in writing the boundary condition for v. The
resulting ignition time is independent of this choice, in that intro-
duction of a different condition, such as zero displacement v = 0 on
the hydrogen side g ? �1, would cause a shift in the location of
the different profiles, but would not modify the resulting ignition
time.

3. Numerical results

The problem was integrated numerically to determine the tran-
sient mixing-layer evolution for different pressures and tempera-
tures below crossover. The use of the stretched variable g in
place of the original x reduces numerical stiffness for small times,
when the physical thickness of the mixing layer is very small. A fi-
nite-difference marching scheme was employed to integrate in
time, with second-order discretization in g. A slowly varying
non-uniform grid extending for �10 < g < 10 was used, with smal-
ler grid spacing in the reactive region, including minimum values
of the order of dg [ 10�2, corresponding in physical space to val-
ues dx [ 10�4 m for the longest ignition events computed. Smaller
marching steps were used as ignition was approached, with time
steps reducing to values below dt0 = 10�6 s to capture the localized
thermal runaway. Several grid-dependence tests were carried out



Fig. 1. Profiles of temperature and H2, O2, and H2O2 mass fraction obtained at
t0 = (1.05, 2, 3, 3.5, 3.57) � 10�2 s by integration of (1)–(8) with detailed chemistry
for p = 10 atm, T 01 ¼ 1000 K, and T 0�1 ¼ 300 K.

Fig. 2. The evolution with time of of the peak values of H2O2 mass fraction YH2 O2 ;max

and temperature Tmax obtained by integration of (1)–(8) with detailed chemistry for
T 01 ¼ 1000 K; T 01 ¼ 300 K, and p = 10 atm.

Fig. 3. The variation with air-side temperature of the ignition time in the hydrogen-
air mixing layer with T 01 � T 0�1 ¼ 200 K as obtained for three different pressures by
integration of (1)–(8) with detailed chemistry (solid curves) and 2-step reduced
chemistry (long-dashed curves) and by evaluation of the large-activation-energy
results (short-dashed curves).

Table 1
Rate coefficients in Arrhenius form k = ATnexp[�E/(RoT0)] for the skeletal mechanism.

Reaction Aa n Ea

1 H + O2 ? OH + O 3.52 � 1016 �0.7 71.42
4 H + O2 + M ? HO2 + Mb k0 5.75 � 1019 �1.4 0.0

k1 4.65 � 1012 0.44 0.0
5 H2 + O2 ? HO2 + H 2.69 � 1012 0.36 231.86
6 2HO2 ? H2O2 + O2 3.02 1012 0.0 5.8
7 HO2 + H2 ? H2O2 + H 1.62 � 1011 0.61 100.14
8 H2O2 + M ? 2OH + Mc k0 8.15 � 1023 �1.9 207.62

k1 2.62 � 1019 �1.39 214.74

a Units are mol, s, cm3, kJ, and K.
b Chaperon efficiencies are 2.5 for H2, 16.0 for H2O, 0.7 for Ar and He and 1.0 for

all other species; Troe falloff with Fc = 0.5.
c Chaperon efficiencies are 2.0 for H2, 6.0 for H2O, 0.4 for Ar and He and 1.0 for all

other species; Fc = 0.265exp(�T/94 K) + 0.735exp(�T/1756 K) + exp(�5182 K/T).
in both space and time to ensure that the results are independent
of the selection of scales for the numerical discretization.

The typical transient evolution of the mixing layer found from
the numerical integrations is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. In partic-
ular, Fig. 1 shows profiles of temperature and species across the
mixing layer at five different instants of time for p = 10 atm,
T 01 ¼ 1000 K, and T 0�1 ¼ 300 K. A precipitous increase of tempera-
ture and H2O2 mass fraction is seen to appear after a fairly long
period of slow chemical reaction. To further illustrate this rapid in-
crease, the time histories of the corresponding peak values of the
H2O2 mass fraction and of the temperature are shown in Fig. 2.
The sudden temperature rise at a well-defined instant of time is
indicative of a thermal runaway event, also observed in homoge-
neous ignition [3].

Several different criteria can be employed to define the ignition
time t0i precisely. Options include selecting a threshold value for the
reactant consumption rate or for the peak value of a given chemical
intermediate, with differences in resulting values of t0i being typi-
cally very small, as is to be expected given the rapid changes ob-
served at ignition. In the present work, the ignition time is
defined in connection with the maximum temperature observed
across the mixing layer, a function of time that shows an inflection
point at a given instant, taken here to be the ignition time. Result-
3

ing ignition times obtained for different pressures and different
boundary temperatures are shown in Fig. 3, where the solid curves
represent the numerical results for the variation of t0i with the air-
side temperature T 01 for three different pressures, with the air-to-
hydrogen temperature difference being kept at a constant value
T 01 � T 0�1 ¼ 200 K.

Besides results of detailed-chemistry computations, Fig. 3 also
shows as long-dashed curves predictions of ignition times obtained
numerically with the two-step reduced-chemistry description pre-
viously developed for homogeneous ignition [3]. The previous
mechanism can be more conveniently expressed by writing sepa-
rate steps for water vapor and hydrogen peroxide production,
according to

2H2 þ O2!
I

2H2O;

H2 þ O2!
II

H2O2;
ð9Þ

with rates given by

xI ¼ 1þa
1�a k8CM8 CH2O2 ;

xII ¼
k7k1=2

8

k1=2
6

CH2
CM8

ð1�aÞ3=2 1� a
2

� � k5CH2
CO2

k8C2
M8

þ CH2O2
CM8

� �1=2

;
ð10Þ

in terms of the reaction-rate constants of the elementary reactions
shown in Table 1. The reaction-rate ratio a ¼ 2k1=ðk4CM4 Þ appearing
here, which equals unity at crossover, decreases rapidly as the



temperature decreases, reaching values on the order of a � 0.05 as
the temperature falls 200 K below crossover. Here, Ci = q0Yi/Mi is the
concentration of species i, with CM4 and CM8 representing the effec-
tive third-body concentrations for reactions 4 and 8, which, for the
ignition problem considered here, can be evaluated according to
CM4 ¼ CMð1þ 1:5XÞ and CM8 ¼ CMð1þ XÞ in terms of the H2 mole
fraction X and the third-body concentration CM ¼ q0

P
iYi=Mi. It

can be seen in Fig. 3 that the two-step reduced chemistry gives sat-
isfactory predictions for the mixing-layer ignition time for all con-
ditions of pressure and temperature below crossover, with levels
of accuracy comparable to those previously obtained in homoge-
neous ignition computations [3].

Because of the relative simplicity of the laminar problem con-
sidered here, the computational time was not a limiting factor in
the numerical integrations. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning
that use of the two-step kinetics reduces the required computa-
tional time by a factor of about two without affecting significantly
computational stiffness, the reduction being a direct consequence
of the smaller number of conservation equations for species in-
volved in the simplified-chemistry description. This significant de-
crease in computational time would be of interest in direct
numerical simulations of ignition in turbulent environments, for
which use of reduced mechanisms has proved to be successful
for temperatures above crossover [8]. Note that the saving in com-
putational time associated with the use of reduced chemistry is
significantly larger in computations employing multi-component
diffusion models instead of standard mixture-averaged diffusivi-
ties, because of the resulting decrease in size of the corresponding
diffusion matrix [9].
4. General character of the theoretical analysis of ignition

As seen in the numerical integrations, ignition in hydrogen-air
mixing layers at temperatures below crossover takes place as a
thermal explosion, thereby reproducing the behavior previously
observed in homogeneous ignition [3]. Many of the results of the
seminal activation-energy analysis of Liñán and Crespo [5], devel-
oped with a generic one-step irreversible reaction with Arrhenius
rate for the chemistry description, can be used in the present con-
text, the main differences with hydrogen stemming from the
underlying chemistry description and the fuel diffusivity. In partic-
ular, as in [5] the chemical reaction in hydrogen-air mixing layers
is very weak prior to ignition, so that in the first approximation the
reactants and temperature are given by the self-similar solutions
corresponding to chemically frozen mixing, to be described next
in Section 5.

It is shown in Section 6 that the thermal runaway can be ana-
lyzed on the basis of the two-step reduced-chemistry description
[3] by considering the small temperature perturbations associated
with chemical reaction, whose evolution is coupled to that of the
H2O2 concentration. While the analysis of that section takes advan-
tage of simplifications that arise when the initial fuel and oxidizer
temperatures are nearly equal, numerical integration of two para-
bolic partial differential equations is still needed, which is more
complicated but mathematically similar to that encountered by
Liñán and Crespo [5]. A simpler solution appears when, as typically
occurs in gas-turbine applications, the air-to-hydrogen tempera-
ture difference is larger than the air-side temperature by a factor
exceeding the reciprocal of the controlling non-dimensional acti-
vation energy, as is shown in Section 7. That analysis leads to a dif-
fusion–reaction problem in which the non-dimensional time
enters as an effective Damköhler number, with the ignition time
determined as the critical value above which a solution cannot
exist.
4

5. The chemically frozen mixing layer

In the absence of chemical reaction, the solution is self-similar
when expressed in terms of the variable g. The only chemical spe-
cies present in the mixture are H2, O2 and N2. The solution can be
simplified by neglecting differences between O2 and N2, that is,
treating air as a single species. This approximation causes the
mixture to be effectively binary, with the result that all local
properties can be characterized in terms of the chemically frozen
values of the H2 mass fraction and temperature, which will be de-
noted by Y and Tf in the following. For instance, the equation of
state (8) reduces to

qTf ¼
1

MY þ 1� Y
; ð11Þ

with M¼ MA=MH2 representing the air-to-hydrogen molecular-
mass ratio, while the thermal conductivity can be accurately
approximated by

k ¼ 1þ ðKM2=3 � 1ÞY
1þ ðM2=3 � 1ÞY

Tr
f ; ð12Þ

an expression suggested by Rosner for gaseous binary mixtures
[10], with K ¼ k0H21

=k0A1 denoting here the hydrogen-to-air thermal
conductivity ratio evaluated at the air-side temperature. On the
other hand, it is known that for a binary mixture the multicompo-
nent transport equation derived from the kinetic theory can be
solved explicitly [11]. Neglecting barodiffusion and using �0.29
for the Soret factor [12] yields

YVH2 ¼ �ð1� YÞVA ¼ �T1þr
f ðYg � 0:29YTfg=Tf Þ ð13Þ

for the dimensionless diffusion velocities of hydrogen and air. In
(12) and (13) the same exponent r is employed for the presumed
power-law temperature dependence of the transport coefficients.
An additional simplification emerges by noting that the specific
heats per mol of the different species H2, O2 and N2 differ only by
a small amount in the temperature range considered
(300 K < T0 < 1300 K), so that to write the energy Eq. (3) for the bin-
ary mixture one may use the approximations qcp = 1/Tf andP

iYiVicpi
¼ ðM� 1ÞYVH2 , finally reducing the problem to that of

integrating

ðqvÞg �
1
2
gqg ¼ 0; ð14Þ

ðqYVH2 Þg þ q v � 1
2
g

� 	
Yg ¼ 0; ð15Þ

LðkTfg Þg � ðM� 1ÞqYVH2 Tfg �
1
Tf

v � 1
2
g

� 	
Tfg ¼ 0; ð16Þ

supplemented with (11)–(13) and with boundary conditions

g! þ1 : v ¼ Y ¼ Tf � 1 ¼ 0; ð17Þ
g! �1 : Y � 1 ¼ Tf � T�1 ¼ 0: ð18Þ

Using the properties of hydrogen and air provides the numerical
values M¼ 14:5; K ¼ 7; r ¼ 0:7 and L = 0.3 for the different con-
stants appearing in (11), (12), and (16), thereby leaving the hydro-
gen-to-air temperature ratio T�1 emerging in (18) as the only
parameter to be varied in the computations.

In general, numerical integration is needed for the solution,
with sample profiles of Tf and Y shown in Fig. 4 for T�1 = 0.9. As
shown in [13,14], an analytic solution arises for the quasi-isother-
mal case jT�1 � 1j � 1, when jTf � 1j � 1 everywhere across the
mixing layer. In that case, the diffusion velocity given in (13) re-
duces to YVH2 ¼ �Yg whereas differentiation of (11) yields
qYg ¼ �qg=½ðM� 1Þq�. Substituting these last two expressions
into (15) gives



Fig. 4. The frozen profiles of temperature and hydrogen mass fraction determined
from (14)–(18) for T�1 = 0.9 (solid curves) and evaluated from the quasi-isothermal
solution given in (21) and (25) (dashed curves).

Fig. 5. The variation with T�1 of the factors A and B corresponding to the
asymptotic behaviors given in (26).
qðqg=qÞg � v � 1
2
g

� 	
qg ¼ 0; ð19Þ

thereby providing

ðqg=qþ vÞg ¼ 0; ð20Þ

after addition of (14). Using the boundary conditions on the air side
in integrating once (20) yields qv = �qg, which can be employed to
rewrite (14) as qgg þ 1

2 gqg ¼ 0, a linear equation that can be finally
integrated with the conditions qð1Þ � 1 ¼ qð�1Þ � 1=M¼ 0 to
give

q ¼ 1
ðM� 1ÞY þ 1

¼ 1�M� 1
2M erfcðg=2Þ: ð21Þ

In this description, the resulting gas velocity and hydrogen diffusion
velocity can be computed with use made of the accompanying
equations

v ¼ �ðM� 1ÞqYVH2 ¼ �qg=q; ð22Þ

that follow from the above derivation. It is of interest that in the
quasi-isothermal solution the hydrogen mole fraction

X ¼ MY
MY þ 1� Y

ð23Þ

is simply given by
5

X ¼ 1
2

erfcðg=2Þ; ð24Þ

as implied by the second equation in (21). These results can
be used to compute the small value of 1 � Tf by integrating
LðkTfg Þg þ ðg=2ÞTfg ¼ 0, obtained from (16) with use made of (22).
The resulting temperature distribution can be written in the form

1� Tf

1� T�1
¼
R þ1
g k�1 exp½�

R ~g
0

�g=ð2LkÞd�g�d~gR þ1
�1 k�1 exp½�

R ~g
0

�g=ð2LkÞd�g�d~g
; ð25Þ

where the function k is to be evaluated from (12) with Tf = 1. The
accuracy of the approximate expressions (21) and (25) is tested in
Fig. 4 for 1 � T�1 = 0.1. As can be seen, reasonably good agreement
is obtained, with the analytic expressions being increasingly accu-
rate as the air side is approached.

In gas-turbine applications the air side is hotter (i.e., T�1 < 1)
and ignition tends to occur for g� 1, where the distribution of
the chemically frozen profiles of hydrogen and temperature are gi-
ven in the first approximation by

Y ¼ A erfc
g
2

� �
and

1� Tf

1� T�1
¼ B erfc

g
2
ffiffiffi
L
p

� 	
; ð26Þ

as can be obtained by integration of Ygg þ 1
2 gYg ¼ 0 and

LðTf Þgg þ 1
2 gðTf Þg ¼ 0, the asymptotic air-side form of (15) and

(16), respectively. Values of A and B, to be used later when analyzing
ignition, are shown below in Fig. 5 as a function of T�1. For
1 � T�1 � 1, these constants take the values A ¼ 1=ð2MÞ and
B = 4.01, as can be computed from (21) and (25).

6. The reduced ignition problem for 1 � T�‘ [ b�1

Ignition can be described by studying the evolution of the
small values of the temperature increment from the chemically
frozen state T � Tf and the concentration of H2O2, needed to
evaluate the reaction rates given in (10). When the hydrogen-side
temperature differs from the air-side temperature by a small
amount 1 � T�1 [ b�1� 1 the chemical reaction proceeds
at a comparable rate all across the mixing layer [5]. For the anal-
ysis of this case, we begin by writing the conservation
equations (2) and (3) for the two-step reduced mechanism,
yielding

q
@YH2O2

@t0
þ 1

t0
q v � g

2

� �
ðYH2O2 Þg þ qYH2O2 VH2O2

� �
g

h i
¼ MH2O2

q01
xII ð27Þ

and

@T
@t0
� 1

t0
g
2

Tg þ LðkTgÞg
h i

¼ � 2hH2O

q01c0p1T 01
xI; ð28Þ

with the heat release associated with H2O2 production being ne-
glected in the energy balance, an excellent approximation as previ-
ously noted [3]. Because of the condition (22) that applies for
1 � T1� 1, the convective and enthalpy flux terms in (3) cancel
and do not appear in (28).

In writing the diffusive flux of H2O2 appearing in (27) one may
employ the Fickian description derived in the appendix for diffu-
sion of a minor species into a binary mixture of H2 and air. The cor-
responding Eqs. (A-5) and (A-6) can be written for H2O2 in the
dimensionless form

YH2O2 VH2O2 ¼ �
L

LH2O2

DðYH2O2 Þg; ð29Þ

in terms of the air-side value of the H2O2 Lewis number



Fig. 6. Profiles of h determined from integrations of (39) and (40) for h�1 = 3 (upper
plot) and for h�1 = 30 (lower plot) with a1 = 0 and a = 10�4.
LH2O2 ¼
k0A

q0c0pD0H2O2�A

 !
1

; ð30Þ

whose value is found to be LH2O2 ¼ 1:1, and the dimensionless
diffusivity

D ¼ 1þ ðM� 1ÞY
1þ ðMD� 1ÞY ; ð31Þ

a function of the composition to be evaluated with
D ¼ D0H2O2�A=D0H2O2�H2

¼ 0:261 used for the ratio of binary diffusion
coefficients.

As shown in [3], the activation energies of the effective reac-
tion-rate constants k8 and k7k1=2

8 =k1=2
6 appearing in (10) differ only

by a small relative amount, so that in writing the Frank-Kamenet-
skii linearizations about the air-side temperature

k8 ¼ ðk8Þ1 exp½bðT � 1Þ� and

k7k1=2
8

k1=2
6

¼ k7k1=2
8

k1=2
6

 !
1

exp½bðT � 1Þ�; ð32Þ

one may employ a single value b ¼ E8=ðRoT 01Þ þ n8 for the non-
dimensional activation energy, defined for definiteness with the
reaction-rate parameters of the elementary reaction 8, to give for
instance b = 29.31 at T 01 ¼ 800 K. The product b(T � 1) in the above
exponential factors can be expressed in terms of the rescaled tem-
perature increment from the chemically frozen state h = b(T � Tf)
according to

bðT � 1Þ ¼ bðT � Tf Þ � bð1� Tf Þ ¼ h� h�1Hf ; ð33Þ

with

h�1 ¼ bð1� T�1Þ and Hf ¼
1� Tf

1� T�1
: ð34Þ

To write (27) and (28) in dimensionless form we further introduce a
normalized hydrogen-peroxide mass fraction

u ¼ ð1� a1Þ1=3ð1þ a1Þ2=3ðqbÞ2=3M1=3

� MH2

MH2O2

ðk6k8Þ1=3

k2=3
7

 !
1

YH2O2 ð35Þ

along with the rescaled time

t ¼ ð1þ a1Þ1=3

ð1� a1Þ4=3 ðqbÞ1=3M2=3 ðk7k8Þ2=3CM1

k1=3
6

 !
1

t0; ð36Þ

where the non-dimensional heat of reaction

q ¼ �2hH2OCM

q0c0pT 0

 !
1

ð37Þ

and the crossover parameter

a1 ¼
2k1

k4CM

� 	
1

ð38Þ

are also evaluated at the air-side temperature.
The problem reduces to that of integrating the two equations

q
@u
@t
þ 1

t
q v � g

2

� �
ug �

L
LH2O2

qDug

� �
g

� �

¼ XuYe�h�1Hf ½aXIYð1� YÞ þu�1=2eh ð39Þ

and

@h
@t
� 1

t
g
2

hg þ LðkhgÞg
h i

¼ Xhe�h�1Hf ueh; ð40Þ

with inital conditions u = h = 0 at t = 0 and boundary conditions
u = h = 0 as g ? ±1. The functions of the composition
6

Xu ¼
ð1þ XÞ1=2½1� ð1�M�1ÞX�3=2

½1� a1=ð1þ 1:5XÞ�3=2
=½1� a1�3=2 ;

Xh ¼
ð1þ XÞ½1� ð1�M�1ÞX�½1þ a1=ð1þ 1:5XÞ�=½1þ a1�

½1� a1=ð1þ 1:5XÞ�=½1� a1�
;

XI ¼
½1� ð1�M�1ÞX� 1� 1

2 a1=ð1þ 1:5XÞ
� �

ð1þ XÞ 1� 1
2 a1

� � ;

ð41Þ

can be computed at each g with use made of the expression X = erfc
(g/2)/2 for the hydrogen mole fraction. The initiation rate is mea-
sured by the parameter

a¼ 1�a1
2

� �
ð1�a1Þ1=3ð1þa1Þ2=3ðqbÞ2=3M1=3 k5k1=3

6

ðk7k8Þ2=3 YO21 ; ð42Þ

which is evaluated with the air-side temperature. As corresponds to
1 � T�1 � 1, the density q and hydrogen mass fraction Y are to be
determined from (21), while the frozen temperature distribution
Hf = (1 � Tf)/(1 � T�1) is to be computed from (25) and the trans-
port coefficients k and D are given in (12) and (31), respectively,
with Tf = 1 in (12).

The numerical integration of (39) and (40) describes the ther-
mal explosion, including a thermal runaway at a finite ignition
time ti. Characteristic profiles of h obtained for two different values
of h�1 are shown in Fig. 6. The plots are illustrative of the self-
accelerating nature of the temperature growth. It can be seen in
Fig. 6 that as the air-to-hydrogen temperature difference h�1 in-
creases, the reaction zone moves towards the air side and becomes
thinner, ushering in a regime of hot-side ignition to be analyzed
separately in the next section.

Since the value of a is always very small, i.e., a � 10�4 at
T 01 ¼ 800 K, the associated initiation term is only important for



t � a1/2 when u � h � a but becomes negligible for t� a1/2. As a re-
sult, the ignition time obtained by integrating (39) and (40) is
found to be independent of the precise value of a employed in
the integration, provided a� 1. The constant value a = 10�4 is used
in the computations reported here. In view of this simplification,
the resulting non-dimensional ignition time ti turns out to be a
function of just two parameters, namely, the air-to-hydrogen
temperature difference h�1 defined in (34) and the crossover
parameter a1 defined in (38). The associated parametric
dependences are summarized in Fig. 7. As expected, the ignition
time increases at a fixed air temperature as the crossover temper-
ature is approached (i.e., increasing values of a1 by decreasing
pressure) and also as the hydrogen temperature is reduced (i.e.,
increasing values of h�1). With the scales employed, the functions
Xu, Xh, and XI defined in (41) approach unity as X� 1 on the air
side, regardless of the value of a1. Consequently, in the limit of
large temperature differences h�1� 1, when the reaction migrates
towards the air side, the ignition time ti becomes weakly
dependent on a1.

The definition given in (36) can be used to evaluate the dimen-
sional ignition time t0i from the results of the activation-energy
analysis given in Fig. 7. Sample evaluations are compared in
Fig. 3 with the results of the detailed and reduced chemistry com-
putations. It can be seen in Fig. 3 that the agreement is reasonably
good, with errors on the order of 20% that become somewhat larger
as crossover is approached, as expected.
7. The ignition near the air boundary for 1 � T�‘� b�1

When the hydrogen temperature is smaller than the air temper-
ature by an amount 1 � T�1� b�1, corresponding to values of

h�1 ¼ bð1� T�1Þ � 1; ð43Þ

the analysis given above needs to be modified. As indicated by the
results in the lower plot of Fig. 6, in this case of hot-boundary igni-
tion the chemical reaction is no longer distributed across the mixing
layer, but it is instead confined within a thin layer located near the
air-side boundary, where the frozen temperature differs from the
boundary value by a small relative amount of order 1 � Tf � b�1,
with the chemical reaction proceeding at an exponentially small
rate outside. This limiting case corresponds to the conditions of
Fig. 1, for example. The solution simplifies because in this far-field
reaction region v� 1 and q ’ k ’ D ’ Xu ’ Xh ’ 1, while the
Fig. 7. The variation with h�1 of ti for different values of a1 as obtained by
integrating (39) and (40); the dashed curve represents the prediction of the hot-air
asymptotic analysis obtained from evaluating (44), (50), and (52) with si = 0.329.
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chemically-frozen profiles of hydrogen mass fraction and tempera-
ture are given by (26).

Following the analysis of Liñán and Crespo [5], the condition
1 � Tf = b�1 (i.e., h�1Hf = 1) is used to determine the location of
the reaction layer gR according to

B erfc
gR

2
ffiffiffi
L
p

� 	
¼ 1

h�1
; ð44Þ

giving a relatively large value

gR � ð4L ln h�1Þ1=2 � 1; ð45Þ

as can be obtained by using in (44) the asymptotic expansion for
large values of the argument of the complementary error function

erfc
gR

2
ffiffiffi
L
p

� 	
’ 2

ffiffiffi
L
p
ffiffiffiffi
p
p

gR

exp �g2
R

4L

� 	
ð46Þ

and solving for gR with h�1 � 1. Consideration of the limit gR� 1
enables a simplified solution to be derived. In particular, the
expansion

h�1Hf ’ exp½�gRðg� gRÞ=ð2LÞ� ð47Þ

for the temperature profile (26) about g = gR indicates that the char-
acteristic thickness of the reaction layer is (g � gR) � 1/gR� 1. Also,
the expansion suggests the coordinate

n ¼ exp½�gRðg� gRÞ=ð2LÞ�; ð48Þ

for describing the reaction layer, which in the first approximation
reduces (26) to

Y ¼ YRn
L and h�1Hf ¼ n; ð49Þ

where

YR ¼ A erfc
gR

2

� �
ð50Þ

is the characteristic value of the H2 mass fraction at g = gR.
Before proceeding with the analysis, it is of interest to analyze

the question of whether fuel consumption may exert a significant
influence on the ignition process in this hot-boundary case, when
ignition occurs far on the oxidizer side, where the amount of fuel
available is limited by its diffusion rate across the mixing layer.
To assess this effect, one may use (45) and (50) to show that the
characteristic value of the hydrogen mass fraction in the reaction
layer is of order YR � b�L with L = 0.3. On the other hand, we have
seen that, because of the large value of the activation energy, igni-
tion is associated with small temperature increments by the chem-
ical reaction T � Tf that are of order b�1, consuming in the process a
small amount of fuel, which is found to be of order b�1 for q � O(1).
A straightforward comparison between both estimates indicates
that, since L < 1, in the limit of large activation energies the amount
of fuel available in the reaction layer is much larger than the
amount needed for ignition to occur, according to YR � b�L� b�1.
Consequently, in computing ignition one may neglect fuel con-
sumption in the first approximation and use the chemically frozen
profile given in the first equation of (49) to evaluate the chemical
reaction rate. Note that, in that respect, the ignition process for
hydrogen mixing with hot air is simpler than that of fuels with Le-
wis numbers equal to or larger than unity, which require consider-
ation of fuel consumption in the reaction region, as shown in the
equidiffusional case by Liñán and Crespo [5].

The solution further simplifies because the accumulation terms
in (27) and (28) are found to be a factor g�2

R smaller than the diffu-
sion terms. If these unsteady terms are neglected, then the descrip-
tion of the reaction layer reduces to a quasisteady diffusion–
reaction balance with reactant consumption neglected. The



Fig. 9. The variation with s of the maximum values hmax and Umax obtained as
n ?1 from the solution of (53)–(56).
problem is conveniently formulated in terms of a modified hydro-
gen-peroxide concentration

U ¼ u
ðLH2O2 YRÞ2=3 ; ð51Þ

and a rescaled time

s ¼ 4L
g2

R

LH2O2 YR
� �2=3t ð52Þ

producing the boundary-value problem

n2 d2h

dn2 þ sUeh�n ¼ 0 ð53Þ

n2 d2U

dn2 � ðLH2O2 � 1Þn dU
dn
þ snLU1=2eh�n ¼ 0 ð54Þ

to be integrated with boundary conditions

h ¼ U ¼ 0 at n ¼ 0; ð55Þ

as corresponds to matching with the chemical equilibrium solution
existing on the air side of the reaction layer, and

dh
dn
¼ dU

dn
¼ 0 as n!1 ð56Þ

as corresponds to matching with the chemically frozen convective-
diffusion solution that exists on the fuel side of the reaction layer.

The boundary-value problem defined in (53)–(56) can be inte-
grated numerically with LH2O2 ¼ 1:1 and L = 0.3 for different values
of the parameter s > 0. As can be seen in the sample solutions
shown in Fig. 8, the resulting profiles of h and U increase monoton-
ically from the zero values achieved at the air-side boundary n = 0
to reach maximum values hmax and Umax as n ?1. It is found that,
for any given value of s > 0 smaller than a critical value si = 0.329,
there exist two different solutions, and no solution exists for s > si,
giving a result like that found with one-step Arrhenius chemistry
[5]. This can be seen clearly from the results plotted in Fig. 9.

The critical value si = 0.329, corresponding to the turning point
in the curves of Fig. 9, identifies ignition conditions. This value can
be used together with (44), (50), and (52) to determine, for a given
value of h�1� 1, the corresponding ignition time ti. The result of
the evaluation is seen to be largely independent of values of the
specific pair of constants (A, B), selected from Fig. 5, for a given va-
lue of T�1; differences are always smaller than 10%, so that the va-
lue of ti effectively is a function only of h�1. The prediction
obtained with A ¼ 1=ð2MÞ and B = 4.01 used in evaluating (44)
and (50) is compared in Fig. 7 with the results of the numerical
Fig. 8. Profiles of h (solid curves) and U (dashed curves) obtained from the solution
of (53)–(56) for s = 0.3 and s = 0.329.
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integrations of (39) and (40). In this figure, as a result of the rela-
tively large errors of order g�2

R � ð4L ln h�1Þ�1 introduced in the
asymptotic analysis by neglecting the accumulation terms in writ-
ing the problem *(53)–(56), the asymptotic prediction, although
approaching the numerical results as h�1 increases, still shows sig-
nificant departures for values of h�1 beyond the maximum value
h�1 � 25 expected in typical applications. Corrections to the above
asymptotic prediction could be obtained in principle by extending
the analysis of the limit h�1� 1 to a higher order, including in par-
ticular unsteady effects that were neglected at leading order, but
such an analysis is not further pursued here.
8. Concluding remarks

We have seen how the ignition of hydrogen-air diffusion flames
in unstrained mixing layers can be investigated by combining a
previously derived two-step reduced mechanism with asymptotic
methods based on the large activation energies of the controlling
reaction-rate constants, yielding a description that in many re-
spects resembles that previously encountered in classical analyses
of mixing-layer ignition. The development leads to simplified re-
sults for ignition times that provide reasonably good accuracy un-
der most conditions in systems involving only temperatures below
crossover, but that do require numerical solution of a two-equation
parabolic problem. On the other hand, an explicit ignition-time for-
mula is obtained for hot-air ignition pertaining to the situation
typically encountered in gas-turbine applications. Unfortunately,
however, for this problem the leading-order result includes loga-
rithmic errors that are much too large, producing underpredictions
of ignition times by about an order of magnitude. Future work
should investigate this limiting case by considering higher-order
corrections in the thermal-runaway analysis.

Until such future work is performed, use of the solid curves in
Fig. 7, along with Eqs. (34), (36), and (38), may be recommended
for ignition-time estimates. Although strictly they do not apply
for hot air-ignition, because of the quasi-isothermal simplifications
adopted in their derivation, they nevertheless yield ignition-time
values within about 20% of the correct values even in that limit,
as inferred from the comparisons in Fig. 3. It is thus noteworthy
that, over the full range of conditions below crossover, suitably
normalized non-dimensional ignition times in hydrogen-air mix-
ing layers essentially depend on only two non-dimensional param-
eters, one measuring the temperature difference between the two
streams and the other defining the distance from crossover in
terms of the ratio of two reaction-rate constants.
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Appendix A. Diffusion of minor species in a binary mixture

In non-premixed hydrogen-air ignition processes the minor
species such as radicals and other reaction intermediates present
in low concentrations diffuse into a mixture whose main compo-
nents are hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen. Since nitrogen and oxy-
gen are very similar, they can be treated in the first approximation
as a single species. Neglecting the presence of minor species in
computing the diffusion velocities of hydrogen and air, VH2 and
VA, then yields [11]

YVH2 ¼ �ð1� YÞVA ¼ �D0H2�A rY � 0:29YrT=Tð Þ ðA-1Þ

when solving the multicomponent diffusion equation with barodif-
fusion neglected and with a constant value �0.29 assumed for the
Soret factor [12]. Here, D0H2�A denotes the binary diffusion coeffi-
cient of H2 and air.

While thermal diffusion is retained in deriving (A-1), its effect
on the diffusion velocity of most minor species, including H2O2,
can be neglected in the first approximation, so that the solution
for the corresponding diffusion velocity Vi follows from the Ste-
fan-Maxwell equation written in the form

rXi ¼ Xi
XðVH2 � ViÞ

D0i�H2

þ ð1� XÞðVA � ViÞ
D0i�A

 !
ðA-2Þ

in terms of the diffusion velocities VH2 and VA and the binary diffu-
sion coefficients of species i into H2 and air, D0i�H2

and D0i�A. Here, Xi

(�1) and X represent the mole fractions of minor species and
hydrogen, respectively, which can be expressed in terms of their
corresponding mass fractions Yi� 1 and Y in the form

X ¼ MY
1þ ðM� 1ÞY and Xi ¼

MiYi

1þ ðM� 1ÞY ðA-3Þ

with Mi denoting the air-to-minor-species molecular-mass ratio.
Using (A-1) together with (A-3) reduces (A-2) to

Vi
MY
D0i�H2

þ ð1� YÞ
D0i�A

 !
¼ �½1þ ðM� 1ÞY�rYi

Yi
þ ðM� 1ÞrY

þ M
D0i�H2

� 1
D0i�A

 !
YVH2 ðA-4Þ
9

which can be used to determine explicitly the diffusion velocity Vi.
For species such that the relative contribution from the terms in the
second line in (A-4) is also relatively small, the resulting equation
simplifies to give the Fickian law

YiVi ¼ �D0irYi ðA-5Þ

in terms of the composition-dependent diffusivity coefficient D0i
such that

D0i
D0i�A

¼ 1þ ðM� 1ÞY
1þ ðMD0i�A=D0i�H2

� 1ÞY
; ðA-6Þ

which appropriately reproduces the limiting values D0i ¼ D0i�H2
and

D0i ¼ D0i�A for 1 � Y� 1 and Y� 1, respectively. In particular, the
simplified law (A-5) is seen to provide a good description for
H2O2 diffusion across the mixing layer, and will be correspondingly
used in writing (29).
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